3D Animation World

3D Animation World is a specially designed summer school for those, who are swept away by the possibility to brighten up your drawn fantasies to life in 2D and 3D world! This Summer School is an introduction to the entire process of animation: drawing sessions, character design, cinematic storytelling, object animation, opportunity to work with editing, space, timing, cut-out and stop motion, interaction and 3D modelling programmes. It combines the creative and technical aspects of 2D and 3D animation with information about today’s animation industry.

The proposed topics of the program

- Animation History
- Comparison of Animation Styles (Latvian and World Examples)
- Fundamentals and Tips of Script Writing
- Characters’ Creation
- Creating a 3D animation in Blender
- Creative Process with Recognized Professionals from the Field
Accommodation Options

Riga Technical University offers accommodation if booked in advance. The Student Hostel is located in the RTU Kipsala Campus. **Within walking distance there is a big shopping mall with grocery store, cafeterias, pharmacy, sport and free time accessories shop and the city centre is reachable on foot.**

Extra Activities

Summer School will involve not only academic classes and practical group works, but also interesting organisation visits and unforgettable cultural and leisure activities that will bond the team. **Extra activities include:**

- Sight-seeing tour in Riga
- Excursions to the most beautiful cities in Latvia
- Wild nature hiking and boating tours
- Exciting team bonding activities
- Latvian Culture and Cuisine workshops and lots other activities.

Application

The required entry documents:

- CV
- Motivation letter
- English language proficiency document
- Bachelor/master diploma or transcript of records
- Copy of passport (or ID card for citizens of EU countries).

For more information and application click **APPLY**
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